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Covers Ansible 2.0!Â Ansible is a simple, but powerful, server and configuration management tool

(with a few other tricks up its sleeve). This book helps those familiar with the command line and

basic shell scripting start using Ansible to provision and manage anywhere from one to thousands

of servers.Â The book begins with fundamentals, like installing Ansible, setting up a basic inventory

file, and basic concepts, then guides you through Ansible's many uses, including ad-hoc

commands, basic and advanced playbooks, application deployments, multiple-provider server

provisioning, and even Docker orchestration! Everything is explained with pertinent real-world

examples, often using Vagrant-managed virtual machines.
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Great book, great writer, knowledgeable, very easy to follow along. I really recommend this book for

anyone interested in Ansible or DevOps in general. Only reason why is not receiving full 5 stars is

because the book is not updated for Kindle but the book is updated in the some other providers.

This is a fantastic book that will absolutely give you all of the knowledge and actually usable

examples to make you an ops rock star! I keep it on my phone and computer so that when I am in

the office architecting solutions, I can refer back to some of the wonderful examples of Vagrant and

WordPress or Drupal provisioning, dynamic AWS inventory, and so many more that have made me

feel like I could do anything with Ansible. This is the best book or even resource out there for



Ansible, get it if you are even considering Ansible or are looking for some great examples of what

can be done now in ops that makes this area so exciting!

Jeff absolutely nailed Ansible with this book. He has a very down-to-earth, yet informative writing

style that I can [personally] relate to. The written content is simple enough for anyone to feel pretty

good about Ansible after reading through the first 4 chapters of the book. But going further, the book

is also written to be a useful research tool as well, since there are real-world examples to help you

get get a solid framework on how to get things done in different ways. The beauty of Ansible is that

it's not ridged, and it allows you to be slightly expressive and to use it in different ways. I'm hooked

on Anisble after reading this book (thank you Jeff), and I am using Ansible daily as a result.I think if

an author hears one positive thing about his writing, they like to hear that they've impacted the

reader in some way. I can definitely say that my experience [with this book] has positively impacted

my daily workflow, and I'm suggesting it to anyone else who is looking at Ansible. This book is a

must read!

Great book for someone looking into learning Ansible. Jeff takes you step by step in creating

playbooks, and insights how to create better playbook structure. I've had experience with Chef

before so I already understood the concepts, but my new DevOps job uses Ansible.

Outstanding book! Great, easy to follow examples, with a really good outline on how to get up and

running with Ansible. Between this book, and Jeff's outstanding, and easily accessible examples

online, I am able to build a very useful, and easily duplicatable environment for my developers. This

is my go to book for building an awesome drupal environment.

Great training wheels for just starting with Ansible.I would recommend you read introductory online

resources (like at the Ansible site) or the nice short tutorial at Digital Ocean on how to get started,

just to have a really broad overview.Then - get this book!The author does a nice job of learn by

doing. Many books like this would end up repeating the official ansible documentation, and he

doesn't do that.Each of the examples provide value on how you can use this framework for real

world purposes.

I have over 30 Raspberry Pi and Parallella computers running in my bedroom, and I had been

administering them the old-school way. Now I just write a playbook to accomplish whatever I need.



When I get a new SBC I just run the right playbook and it's magically configured for me. If you have

a flock of UNIX machines to administer, you'll live Andible, and this book is a great tutorial.

Great book to learn something that is becoming a popular alternative to chef (tougher to master)

and puppet (requires agents). Ansible has a easier learning curve for engineers who have to work

on the release engineering side of things without prior experience. Truely a great effort into tearing

down the divide between software and release engineering.The fact that this book covers Ansible

2.0 makes it a great resource and valuable asset on my desk for daily automation related tasks.
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